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II. TMI COURSE JUSTIFICATION

A. How is this course particularly suited to being offered online?

Podcasting is a natural course to be offered online. With a podcast, you can "cast" your
ideas as audio over the Internet. (Podcasts are audio files that can be downloaded and
listened to "on the go.") Learning the course material over the Internet as an online
course will enhance student learning, and enrollment by allowing students to reinforce
their skills. Students will need to actively use the technical skills they are learning in
order to successfully complete the course. It's exactly the kind of course that student's
(and faculty) are interested in learning using their own equipment at home. The intention
is to create a media-rich online course that incorporates audio and video podcasts right in
the course materials.

B. How does this course help meet the goals of the:

1) College: Podcasting helps create actively engaged citizens by giving
individual voices a potentially massive audience through the Internet.
Promotes lifelong learning and technical skills.

2) Department: This course adds to an already existing suite of online courses
that allows students to learn core broadcasting skills, but eliminates classroom
scheduling issues.

3) Program: This course adds to an already existing suite of online courses that
allows students to learn core broadcasting skills, but eliminates classroom
scheduling issues.

III. INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY

A. What methods of delivery will be used to offer this course?
Online delivery via WebCT - web pages, movies, images, text.



B. What methods will be used to communicate between instructors and students?
WebCT communication tools such as discussion board, chat, mail. Supplemental
podcast channel for additional communication.

C. How many hours per week are students expected to use the specified technology?
Two hours per week accessing WebCT course materials. Student work preparing
assignments will be done outside of WebCT, but assignments will be posted
through WebCT. Additionally, feedback and assessment comments, and grading
will be done through WebCT.

D. How will instructor and student contact be maintained, including the frequency of
contact?
Logging in to the course at least daily to foster student participation and success.
This includes monitoring the class discussion forums and promptly responding to
student questions and sending mail messages to students.

IV. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY.

A. Assignments
1. Read weekly course content in the online classroom and textbook.
2. Practical problem-solving exercises that include topics such as: constructing
program concepts and content, recording and editing digital audio, compressing
audio files, writing XML code to generate RSS feeds, and uploading files to
internet servers.
3. Research and evaluate impacts of podcasting technologies on the broadcast
industry.

B. Evaluations
1. Weekly practical homework assignments which give students an opportunity to
demonstrate an understanding of technology, software, and the production
process.
2. Publication of podcast channel with at least two episodes of content.
3. Critical analysis of podcast programs through written evaluation and a final
exam.

C. Evaluation (test and exam) Protocols
Password protected WebCT online exam.

D. Textbooks and Instructional Materials
Required reading in texts such as Podcast Solutions: The Complete Guide to
Podcasting, M. Geoghegan and D. Klass, Apress,2005
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Total hours: 12 lecture and 12 lab
One
BCST 119 or lOST 120, and BCST 120 or demonstration
of equivalent skills
None
None
This course provides an opportunity for students to apply
and supplement recording and editing knowledge and
skills to the new broadcast medium of podcasting over
the internet.
No
Letter
2

III CATALOG DESCRIPTION
A hands-on class focusing on technical considerations and content issues required to produce and deliver
syndicated program content through podcasting. History of podcast technology and its impact on
traditional broadcast media.

IV MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES

Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:
A. Describe and analyze the process involved in creating podcasts.
B. Describe and analyze technology and skills required for delivery of audio and video program

content over the internet.
C. Discuss, evaluate, and analyze implications of podcasting on traditional broadcast media.
D. Describe and demonstrate digital recording, digital editing, and compression for podcasts.
E. Plan and organize a podcast channel with a coherent theme.
F. Plan and produce periodic episodes for podcast.
G. Research, review, and evaluate podcast channels and programs.
H. Describe, generate, and evaluate XML files required for a podcast.
I. Describe and analyze podcasting production workflow.
J. Define terms and protocols involved in podcasting including RSS, syndication, compression,

and internet servers.
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V 'COURSE CONTENT
A. Introduction

1. Understanding podcasting
2. Different methods to access podcasts

S. Discovering what's out there now
1. Searching for podcasts
2. Subscribing to podcast channels
3. Retrieving individual episodes

C. Planning a podcast
1. Conceptualizing
2. Storyboarding
3. Scripting
4. Pre-production

D. Creating a podcast
1. Recording considerations
2. Recording equipment
3. Digital recording

E. Refining a story
1. Digital editing
2. Adding effects
3. Incorporating music
4. Media compression for podcasts

F. Slogging and RSS feeds
1. Understanding what a blog is and how it works
2. Writing XML code to create a podcast
3. Uploading files to internet servers
4. Adding host specific tags.

G. Publicizing podcasts
1. Hosting through various internet sources
2. Keeping content up-to-date
3. Maintaining focused program content.

H. Critical analysis
1. History of podcasting
2. Impact of podcasting on the broadcast industry
3. Implications of personal broadcasting

VI INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY

A. Assignments
1. In-class

a. Complete podcasting tutorials
b. Practical problem-solving exercises that include digital

recording and editing, compression, uploading files to internet servers,
writing XML code to generate RSS feeds, and constructing program
concepts and content.

2. Out-of-c1ass
a. Readings from online guides, help menus and handouts
b. Assignments such as digital recording and editing, compression, constructing

program content, creating RSS feeds, writing XML code, uploading files to
the internet, and internet file protocols.

c. Research and evaluate impacts of podcast technologies and program content
on the broadcast electronic media arts industry.
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B. Evaluation
1. Quizzes to measure student understanding of major learning outcomes.
2. Final exam to measure mastery of major learning outcomes.
3. Practical homework assignments to give students an opportunity to demonstrate

understanding of technology, software, constructing content, and production process.
4. Publication of periodic podcast episodes.
5. Participation in discussion about lecture topics and pre-existing podcast content.
6. Critical analysis of podcast programs through written evaluation.

C. Textbooks and other instructional materials
1. Required reading in texts such as Secrets of Podcasting: Audio Blogging for the

Masses, Bart Farkus, Peach Pit Press, 2005.
2. Directed readings from trade magazines and online sources
3. Computer lab with internet access and support from Broadcast Media Services

technical staff and Broadcast Electronic Media Arts audio labs including: portable
audio recording gear, editing facilities, and iPod music players.

VII Title 5 CLASSIFICATION

Credit/Degree Applicable meets all standards of Title5, Section 55002 (a)
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